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1. About OrthoAnalysis
Introduction
OrthoAnalysis is a digital orthodontic treatment planning software that allows dentists to
simulate tooth movement before orthodontic treatment. The software functions, such as
setting occlusion plane, trimming gum, defining tooth, adjusting margin, adjusting the
tooth root, and simulating tooth extraction, IPR and tooth movement, enable the dentists
to plan treatment procedures and predict treatment results, and increase the accuracy
and precision of orthodontic treatment.
This software contains the following modules:
⚫

Tooth Segmentation module: Enables the user to define and segment
individual teeth.

⚫

Virtual Setup module: Enables the user to conduct treatment simulation by
moving the tooth positions on the segmented digital model.

Indication for Use
OrthoAnalysis software is intended for use as a medical device providing tools for
orthodontic model design and export, inspection, analysis and treatment simulation.
The use of OrthoAnalysis software requires the user to have the necessary training and
domain knowledge in the practice of orthodontics, as well as to have received a dedicated
training in the use of the software.
Warnings and Precautions
OrthoAnalysis shall be used only by dentists or related medical personnel in orthodontics.
Please ensure the user have appropriate education and training before using the software.
Improper operating could result in the fabrication of an ill-fitting device which may cause
discomfort and permanent harm to the patient.
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1.1 System Requirements
The following table shows the required computer specifications for the use of
OrthoAnalysis software.
Item

Minimum requirements

Suggested requirements

CPU

Intel Core i7

Intel Core i7

Ram

8GB

16GB

Graphic Card

nVidia GeForce GT860, 2GB

nVidia GeForce GTX1060, 6GB

HDD Space

500GB SSD

1 TB SSD

OS

Windows 7 64bit sp2 or above

Windows 10 64 bit

Monitor
Resolution

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1.2 User Account Control Settings
In order to avoid problems or limitations during software usage, it is necessary to set
User Account control.
1.

Click Start menu and search by “User Account”. Then, select Change User Account
Control settings. Alternatively, follow the path: Control Panel > System and Security
> System and Maintenance > Change User Account Control settings.

2.

Move the slider to the bottom at “Never notify” and click OK button
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1.3 NVIDA Settings
For the computer with NVIDIA graphics card, setting the dedicated NVIDIA graphics card
for the software use after installing the software is recommended.
1.

Right-click on the desktop and select NVIDIA Control Panel.

2.

Select Manage 3D Settings under 3D Settings task lists.

3.

Select the Program Settings tab, and click Add button to browse to the below path:
Computer > Drive (C) > Inteware> Orthoanalysis. Then, select Orthoanalysis.

4.

Select High-performance NVIDIA processor in the preferred graphics processor
drop-down list.

5.

Click Apply button.
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1.4 DPI Settings
In order to ensure the correct display of OrthoAnalysis, it is suggested that the user
should adjust DPI settings before software usage.
1.

Right-click on the software shortcut icon on the desktop.

2.

Select Properties in the right-click menu.

3.

Select Compatibility tab, and tick “Run this program as an administrator.”

4.

Click Change high DPI settings button. Tick “Override high DPI scaling behavior.”
Then, select System in the scaling performance drop-down list. Click OK button.

5.

Click Apply button.
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2. User Interface
OrthoAnalysis user interface looks as follows:

Main menu

Function panel

Workflow bar

3D view window

Visualization toolbar

2.1 Toolbar
1.

Main mane
Project Manager

Patient Information

Save Project

Export AirDental

Clear

Setting

Import AirDental

About
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2.

Workflow bar

In Tooth Segmentation module, the workflow bar is illustrated in 5 phases.
Orange phase displays the current phase.
White phase displays the available phases where you are free to go.
Gray phase indicates the inactive phases.
Note: Clicking any of the white phases on the Workflow bar leads you to the
corresponding phase.
3.

Visualization toolbar


Viewing tools:
Bottom view
Top view
Front view
Left view
Right view



Object display tools:
Show coordinate axis

Show collision detection

Show planes

Show ceph image

Show grid (1mm*1mm)

Show mirrored reflection

Show color

Show gingiva

Show occlusal map
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Visualization sliders:
Show full mouth



Show/hide upper model
Change the transparency of upper model




Show/hide lower model
Change the transparency of lower model

Change the transparency of skull model

2.2 Mouse Operation
Scroll
Press
Pre s

Zoom view
Pan view
Rotate view

2.3 Setting
Click

button on the main toolbar to change the configurations of the software

such as file path settings, displayed language, or mouse operation setting. Click OK
button to execute the change.
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2.4 Attachment Database
Please follow the steps below to customize attachments:
1.

Click Customize Attachment button to open Attachment Manager window.

2.

Follow the steps on the right-hand side to add a new attachment to the attachment
database:

(1) Click Browse button and select the attachment file (*.stl).
(2) Rotate the model. Click Screenshot button to take a snapshot to serve as the
thumbnail of the added attachment.
(3) Enter a name and select the type from the drop-down list.
Attachment

In yellow

Ramp

In green

Ridge

In blue

(4) Click Add button.
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3. Project Manager
Clicking Project Manager on the main menu allows the user to manage patients and
orders.

Patient List: you can
-

Add a new patient
Delete a patient
Search for patients
Show ALL patients

Work List: All the works under the selected patient will be displayed on the
Work List and the order information will be shown on the right.
You are allowed to
- Add a new work to the selected patient
- Delete the work
- Open the selected work in OrthoAnalysis software.
Model Viewer: The model view of the selected work will be displayed for your
review.
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3.1 Create New Patient
1.

Select Project Manager on the main menu, and click Add Patient button. Fill in
the required information for the new patient. Click OK button to add a new
patient to the Patient List.


2.

Order ID and Patient name are required information.

Select the patient and click Add Work button on the Project Manager window.

Note: You can also add a new work to an existing patient, please select the patient
and click Add Work button to add an additional work.
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3.

Please provide the relevant information as needed.

Work information contains the following sections:
(A) Select Model Files:
Browse and select the model files.
- To display colored models, please import model file in *.ply or *.obj format.
(B) Model Viewer:
Tick the checkboxes to view the selected model file.
(C) Photo Info:
Browse and select the patient photos.
(D) Instruction:
Select the clinical situations that meet patient’s oral conditions.
(E) Other:
Write down any comments.
(F) Date Setting:
Set the deadline for the case.
4.

Click Submit button.

5.

Select the work from Work List and click Open Selected Work button to open the
file in the software.
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3.2 Open Project

To open an existing project, select Project Manager on the main menu. Then, follow
the steps below:
1.

Select a patient on Patient List.

2.

Select the work from Work List.

3.

Click Open Selected Work button.
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3.3 Import/ Export
To import project file from AirDental, please select Import AirDental option on the
main menu. Then, follow the steps below:
1.

Select File (*zip).

2.

Browse and choose the file. The patient information will be imported to the
software.

To export the setup planning to AirDental:
1.

Click Export AirDental option.

2.

Browse to the desired folder path and enter file name. The exported project file
will be saved in *.myo format.
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4. Tooth Segmentation
The workflow of tooth segmentation module is represented in five phases.

-

Define occlusion
Align Ceph image with model
Align skull model with model
Trim model
Deform
Edit mesh

Define teeth by setting points
Adjust margin
- Set rotation center
- Deform

4.1 Position Phase
Since different scanner coordinates are inconsistent, the scanned model positions will not
be in the ideal position. This phase is to set the model based on the coordinate system
of the software.
There are three available tabs in Position Phase which offer the relevant tools to align the
model:
Position: Define occlusion, and adjust model position.
Photo (optional): Align ceph image with tooth model. (see the chapter 4.1.2)
Skull (optional): Align skull model with tooth model. (see the chapter 4.1.3)
Note: Before proceeding to the next Edit phase, please ensure you complete “Define
occlusion.” Photo tab and Skull tab are optional functions.
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4.1.1 Define Occlusion

Position tab contains the following functions:
Define Occlusion

Follow the instruction to mark 3 points to set the model based
on the software coordinate system.

Switch Up Low

Switch between upper and lower model if they are imported to
the software incorrectly.

Adjust Model

When ticked, move or rotate the model to adjust the occlusion.

Click Define occlusion button and follow the below instruction:

1. Mark the point at the mesial incisal
edge between T1 and T21
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2.

Mark the second point on the
mesiobuccal cusp on T16.

3.

Mark the third point on the
mesiobuccal cusp on T26.

You are able to edit the model position to adjust the occlusion.
1.

Tick either Adjust Mandible checkbox, or Adjust Both checkbox.

2.

Adjust the model position:
Translation: Click the model and hold down the left mouse button to drag
the model to the required position.

Rotation: Hold down the cyan point and drag to rotate the model.
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4.1.2 Align Ceph Image
This is an optional function to assist you in adjusting the occlusion angle and position
of the tooth model according to the ceph image.
1.

Turn on

tool to show ceph image if the ceph image has been loaded at Add

Work step. Otherwise, switch to Photo tab and click Import Ceph Image button
to load the photo.

Note: The ceph image must face right with the head on top (see the above picture).
2.

When the direction of the ceph image are incorrect, the following functions allows
you to set the ceph image right.

3.

Rotate CW

Rotate the photo in the clockwise direction.

Flip image

Turn the photo horizontally.

Please follow the steps below to align the ceph image with tooth model:

(1) Click Register button. The 3D view window will be split into three sub windows.
The top left window displays the ceph image; the top right window displays the
tooth model; the bottom window shows the registration preview.
Remove the previous control point
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(2) Mark 2 points on the ceph image and tooth model respectively. The points
should be marked at corresponding positions.

(3) Click Positioning button to align the model with the ceph image.
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4.1.3 Align Skull Model
This is an optional function to assist you in adjusting the model position according to
skull model.
1.

Switch to Skull tab and click Load Skull model button to import skull model file.
Drag

2.

slider to adjust the transparency of the skull.

Click Register button. The 3D view window will be split into three sub windows.
The top left window displays the skull; the top right window displays the tooth
model; the bottom window shows the registration preview.

3.

Respectively mark 3~5 points on the skull and tooth model. The points should be
marked on corresponding positions.
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Remove the previous control point
4.

Click Positioning button.

5.

You can fine-tune the skull position. Tick Move Model checkbox to enable the
adjustment of skull model.
Translation: Hold down the left mouse button on the skull model. The
bounding box turns to red. Drag the bounding box to move the skull to the
required position.
Rotation: Hold down the cyan point and drag to rotate the model.
Click Save Skull Model button after manual adjustment of skull model.

After completing the registration of the tooth model, ceph image and skull model, the
alignment result is as follows:

Then, click Next button to proceed to the next phase.
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4.2 Edit Phase
The quality of model data affects the success rate of tooth segmentation and the effect
of virtual setup.
Edit Model function panel contains three tabs which offer the relevant tools to edit the
model data:
-

Trim: Trim the redundant data on the model. (see the chapter 4.2.1)

-

Deform: Change to the surface of the model. (see the chapter 4.2.2)

-

Edit: Edit the mesh data. (see the chapter 4.2.2)

The goal of this Edit phase is to ensure the model have the following characteristics:
(a) No holes on the mesh.
(b) No self-intersection on the mesh.
(c) No tunnels.
First of all, select the model to be active (Maxilla or Mandible). Choose the function tab.
The available functions on each tab will be illustrated in the following sections.

4.2.1 Trim Model
There are three available methods on Trim tab to trim model.
1. Cutting Curve

(1) Click Draw Cutting Curve button. Left-click to place control points on the
model. To close the cutting curve, place the last point on top of the first red
ball.
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Remove the previous control point
Note: The cutting curve should be smooth, and the distance between the cutting
curve and the margin should be 2 mm.
The highlighted area surrounded by the cutting curve will be kept by default.

(2) When needed, you can adjust the cutting curve by dragging the yellow points
to the required positions.
(3) Click Trim Cutting Curve button to cut off the data outside the curve.

2. Plane
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(1) Click Set Plane button.
(2) Adjust the plane:
-

Translation: Hold down the left mouse button on the plane and drag to the
required position.

-

Rotation: Hold down the ball and drag to rotate the plane.

(3) Click Trim Plane button.

3. Line – to cut off the small part of redundant data.

(1) Click Draw Cutting Line button.
(2) Left-click and drag to draw a line, and left-click to end the line. The data will
be cut off along the line.
On Edit Model panel, the following shortcut keys are provided.
Undo - to cancel the change.
Redo – to reapply the change.
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4.2.2 Deform and Edit Meshes
The Deform tab and Edit tab contain the following functions:

Deform tab
Add

Add the material.

Remove

Remove the material.

Smooth

Smooth the surface of the model.

Adjust the range and strength of the deformation by using the slider.
Edit tab
Fix Mesh

Automatically fix mesh problems, such as filling holes, delete
intersections, etc.

Extend
Boundary

Extend the edge of the model.

Invert Mesh

Flip the mesh.

Remove Tunnel

Repair tunnel mesh automatically.

Modify
Boundary

When edges are insufficient or discontinuous, partial model
edges can be adjusted.
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Tip: It is recommended using Fix Mesh function before applying other edit functions.


Remove tunnel:



Modify Boundary: applicable when the model edges are insufficient or
discontinuous.

(1) Click Modify Boundary button. Click the left mouse button where the edges
are insufficient or discontinuous to mark the starting point.
(2) On the other side of the discontinuous edge, click the left mouse button to
mark the end point.
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(3) There will be a red point between two green points. Left-click and drag the
red point to adjust the boundary.

Cancel the editing point.
(4) Click Modify Boundary button to create a new boundary.

Note: All editing and deformation results will not be restored after leaving this phase.
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4.3 Define Phase
At Define phase, you are required to define the teeth and set tooth axis.

Define Teeth

Place mesial and distal points on each tooth.

Set as Missing

Set the tooth as the missing tooth.

The tooth chart will guide you through the teeth to set points.
Different tooth statuses are represented in different colors on
the tooth chart.

Orange

Undefined teeth

Green

Active tooth

Yellow

Defined teeth

Gray

Missing teeth

Tip: You can set the missing teeth on the tooth chart using
right-click menu before setting points.
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Right-click the tooth to open the menu which offers the functions as below:
Define

Set as active tooth and start setting points.

Missing

Set as missing tooth.

Cancel Definition

Set as undefined tooth.

Reverse ‘M’ ‘D’ points

Exchange mesial point with distal point.

Set axis in this view

Set the viewing direction as tooth axis.

Redefine crown point

Select the tooth and redefine the crown point.

Follow the steps below to start defining teeth:
1.

Click Define Teeth button.

2.

Follow the guide on the tooth chart, and
click the left mouse button to place the mesial
point and distal point on the designated
tooth.


Red ball represents mesial point.



Cyan ball represents distal point.



Green ball represents crown point.
Remove the control point.

Once the mesial and distal points are placed, the crown point and the margin line will be
calculated automatically.
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3.

If needed, you can adjust the tooth axis.
-

Adjust the viewing direction for the tooth by rotating the model.

-

Right-click the tooth on the tooth chart, and select Set axis in this view option.

Before

After
(Result after
adjusting
viewing
direction)
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4.4 Adjust Phase
After placing mesial and distal points, please adjust the margin line at this phase.

Adjust Margin function panel contains the following functions:
Adjust Points

Drag the control point to the desired position.

Fast edit

Manually draw the margin line.

Force Edit

Place 4 points on the margin to form a new margin automatically.

The operation of each function will be illustrated in the following:


Adjust Points:

Left-click and drag the control point to the desired position.
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Fast edit:

Select one tooth on the tooth chart. Hold down the left mouse to manually draw a
margin with the cursor like with a pen.



Force Points

Select one tooth on the tooth chart. Left-click to place 4 points in mesial, lingual,
distal and buccal side of the margin in either clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction.

Remove the control point.
When the margin adjustment is completed, click Next button to perform tooth
segmentation.
Note: If tooth segmentation fails, the pop-up message will notify you which tooth the
error occurs on. Then, you can readjust the margin of the tooth.
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4.5 Post-Process Phase
At this phase, you can set the rotation center of the tooth and deform the segmented
model.
1. Set Rotation Center of the tooth
(1) Select Set Rotation Center tab. Left-click to select a tooth on the tooth chart.
Press “←” or “→” on the keyboard enables you to switch to the next tooth.



(2) Drag the blue ball on the bottom window to adjust the rotation center.

Set Rotation Center tab offers the following functions:
Rest Single

Reset the rotation center of the selected tooth.

Reset All

Reset the rotation center setting of all teeth.

2.

Deform (Tooth or Gum)
(1) Select Deform tab. Left-click to select a tooth on the tooth chart. Alternatively,
select the gum by clicking Maxilla or Mandible button on the tooth chart.
(2) Select the deformation tool (Add, Remove, or Smooth), and apply on the
tooth or the gum.
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(3) If the tooth or the gum requires to be trimmed, click

Trim Plane button.

-

Translation: Left-click on the plane and drag to the desired position.

-

Rotation: Hold down the control ball and drag to rotate the plane.

After adjusting the plane, click

Trim Plane button again to trim the gum.

Likewise, the tooth can be also trimmed.

The following shortcut keys are provided.
Undo - to cancel the change.
Redo – to reapply the change.
Then, click Done button to enter Virtual Setup module.
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5. Virtual Setup

On Setup Manager panel, there are three main sections described in the following:
Primary Plans – Allow you to manage setup plans, such as adding, deleting
or copying setup plan as well as playing the movement steps.
Setup Plan Details
Treatment Planning: Provide you the options to simulate orthodontic
treatment and plan in stages.
Measurement: Display the measurement information, including tooth
width and Bolton analysis.

Output Model – Output model file for printing.
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5.1 Create Setup Plan
To start a treatment planning, click Add button to create a setup plan, name the plan,
and click OK button.

Add

Create a new setup plan.

Delete

Delete the selected setup plan from the list.

Copy

Copy the selected setup plan.

Play

Play the movement steps.

5.2 Treatment Planning
Select a setup plan on Primary Plan section and click Treatment Planning button.
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Treatment Plan window contains the following sections:
Stage Manager – Set the stage numbers for treatment plan.
1.

Select the stage by dragging the slider.

2.

Continue to Goal tab on Virtual Setup section to
set the expected tooth positions at the selected
stage.

To add/delete a stage:
Click
button to add a stage after
the current stage.



Click
button to delete the current
stage.
The goal position at Stage 1 is the starting
position of Stage 2.


Virtual Setup details
There are five tabs available to plan detailed movements for the selected stage:
-

Goal setting for the selected stage (see the chapter 5.2.1)

-

Movement: to plan intermediate steps (see the chapter 5.2.2)

-

IPR (see the chapter 5.2.3)

-

Attachment design (see the chapter 5.2.4)

-

Extraction (see the chapter 5.2.5)

Auxiliary Tool
-

Load arch wire.

-

Compare models.

-

Display teeth movement overview
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5.2.1 Goal Setting
Goal setting is used to set the expected tooth positions you wish to achieve at the
selected stage.

1.

Select Goal tab.

2.

Set the expected tooth positions you wish to achieve at
Stage 1 by using tooth movement functions
(Rotation/Translation), or using Auto Align function.

3.

When necessary, add a stage and continue to set goal
position for the added stage.
-

When necessary, click

button to add a stage

after the selected stage.
-

Alternatively, click

button to create an

interpolating stage before the selected stage.

Tooth Movement
⚫ Single tooth selection:
1. To select a tooth:
Select a tooth

Cancel the selection

+

+

+

2.

To move the tooth.

-

Translation: hold the left mouse button on the tooth and drag; use blue
arrow to move to the desired position.

-

Rotation: Use green/cyan ball to rotate.

-

While moving (translating or rotating), right-click to undo the movement.
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You can also use buttons on control panel to move or rotate the tooth.

-

⚫

Multiple teeth selection:
1. To select teeth:
Select multiple teeth

+

Unselect one tooth

+

Cancel all selections
2.

Move the teeth by using movement buttons on control panel.
-

When two adjacent teeth are selected, the figure shown indicates the
shortest distance between the neighboring teeth. (See the left picture
below)

-

When two teeth are selected, the figure and blue line indicate the shortest
distance between the teeth. (See the right picture below)
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Auto Align:
This function provides you an efficient way to save the time of moving the teeth by
automatically locating the teeth in the expected final tooth positions based on the
arch.

1.

Click Start button and the 3D view window will split into three sub windows.

2.

Adjust the arch wires on both jaws.

-

Green line is the arch wire for the maxilla. Blue line is the arch wire for the
mandible.
Translate: Drag the red ball to translate.

-

Change the wire shape: Drag the green/blue ball to change the shape of the

-

arch wire.
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3.

To fix the teeth which will not be moved during auto aligning process.
-

Select the teeth by pressing “Ctrl+ Left-click” in any of sub windows. Press
esc key can cancel the selections.

-

The fixed teeth can be manually adjusted by using movement buttons
on the control panel.

4.

After the adjustment of the arch wire is completed, Click Tooth Setup
button. The movable teeth (in white) will be located to the expected tooth
positions based on the arch.

5. Click Finish button to save the tooth positions.
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5.2.2 Movement
Once the goal setting is completed, please select Movement tab to create
interpolating steps to achieve the goal position of the selected stage.

The operation is illustrated as below:
1.

Select a stage using the slider.

2.

Select Movement tab. Click Plan button to generate interpolating steps:
(1) Max steps:
Fill in the maximum step numbers, and click
Calculate button to generate the required steps
automatically.

(2) Max interval:
Fill in the maximum moving distance, rotation
angle, and I/E(intrusion/extrusion). Click
Calculate button to generate steps
automatically according to the requirements.

3.

When necessary, select the step and adjust tooth position using movement
buttons on control panel.
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5.2.3 IPR- Interproximal Reduction
IPR is used to create space when the teeth are overcrowded.
1.

Turn on

tool to view the overlapped value (the figure in diamond:

between the neighboring teeth.
Note: IPR will be enabled when there is overlap between the teeth.
2.

Select IPR tab. Press Ctrl + Left-click to select two adjacent teeth.
(1) When checked, IPR will be applied on the
checked tooth/teeth.
(2)

: Tooth number indicates the
selected tooth.

(3) Overlap field: The overlapped value
between the selected teeth.
(4)

: Clear IPR application on the tooth.

3.

Adjust the blade by adjusting the thickness, angle, or the position of the blade.

4.

Click Cut button to perform IPR.

5.

The figure

indicates the sum of IPR mesial

and IPR distal value applied on the selected teeth.

When selecting one tooth where IPR is performed, IPR
values performed on the mesial and distal of the tooth
can be viewed.
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)

5.2.4 Attachment
Please follow the steps below to design attachments:
1. Select Att. tab.
2.

Select the attachment type from the list.

3.

Double-click with left mouse to place attachments on the tooth.

Click Apply to Backward Steps button to copy the currently added attachments to
all the subsequent steps, if needed.
4.

Adjust the attachments:
+

Select the attachment to be edited.

Translate: Hold the left mouse button on the
attachment and drag the bounding box to the
required position.
Rotate:

Click and drag the cyan ball to rotate.

Change attachment size: Drag the orange ball.
Delete:
(a) Press Del key, or click Delete button to delete
the selected attachment.
(b) Click Delete All button to delete all the attachments.
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5.2.5 Extraction
To extract the selected teeth:
1.

Select Ext. tab.

2.

Select the tooth to be extracted:
- Left-click on the tooth chart (single selection and multiple selection). The
selected tooth is shown in green.

Left-click the selected teeth again to

unselect the teeth.
- Left-click to select one or more teeth on the 3D view window. To unselect the
teeth, left-click again on the selected teeth.

3.

Click Extraction button to set as extracted teeth. The extracted tooth is
represented in gray.
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5.3 Auxiliary Tools
Auxiliary Tool section provides three main tools to review the treatment.

1.

Arch Wire
Arch wire can be used as a guide assisting the user to move the teeth to the expected
position.
(1) Select the preferred arch wire from the drop-down
list.

(2) Click Edit button and adjust the arch wire.

① Change the angle of the arch
wire.

② Scale the arch .
③ Translate the ach wire.

(3) Click Edit button again and the adjusted arch wire will be saved.
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2. Tooth movement overview
Tick Show Overview Sheet checkbox to view full movement details for the selected
stage.
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3. Compare models
(1) Drag the slider to select interpolating step of the selected stage. The model of
the selected stage/step in 3D view window is served as the compared model (in
white).
(2) Choose the model status from the drop-down list as the reference model (in
gray):
- Original model: the original tooth position before the treatment.
- Final model: The ideal tooth position at the end of the treatment (goal position
of the last stage).
- Starting Position: The starting tooth position at the selected stage.
- Goal Position: The expected tooth position to be achieved at the selected stage.
(3) Tick Show Reference Step checkbox. Both models will be overlapped for the
comparison.
White model represents the model at the selected stage and step.
Gray model represents the reference model selected from the drop-down list.

4. Other
The remarks written when creating a new patient will be displayed in this field.
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5.4 Measurement
OrthoAnalysis software provides two analyses for the original model, including tooth
width and Bolton analysis. Click Measurement button on the Setup Manager panel.
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5.5 Output Model
Click Printing button on the Setup Manager panel.
Printing Model function panel contains following the tools to output model files for
printing.
1.

Tick the checkboxes to select the steps to
output the models.
 Name: Stage1-4: Step 4 of stage 1.
 Output Date: The data of the model is
output.
 All: Select all the steps.

2. Hollow When checked, hollow out the model.
Set the thickness of the hollowed model using the
slider.
3. Union Models When checked, combine the teeth and gum into
one solid model.
4. Output Selected Step –
Export the models of the selected steps in STL
format.
5. Package Models for AirDent After all steps are output, click Package Models
for AirDent button to compress all model files
into a zip file.

6. Create Shell Aligner –
Create aligner shell (see the chapter 5.6)
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There are three types of models to be exported.
Note: When you export the same step in different model types (original, hollowed,
combined, or shell), the last exported model will replace the previous output
model in the folder.
Output Selected Model (Leave Hollow and Union Model buttons unchecked.)

 Union Models

 Hollow the model
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5.6 Create Shell Aligner
Follow the steps below to create shell aligner:
1.

Click Printing button on the Setup Manager panel.

2.

Tick the checkboxes to select the step on Printing Model
panel you wish to work on. The selected step is highlighted.

3.

Click Create Shell Aligner button.

4.

Select the arch on Shell Creation panel: Maxilla or Mandible.

5.

Click Draw Shell Area button.
Left-click to place control points on the model to mark the
area of the shell. To close the shell boundary, place the last
point on top of the first red ball.

Remove the previous control point
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6.

You can adjust the shell area by dragging the yellow points to the required positions.

7.

Set the shell parameters

Gap

The distance between the shell and the tooth.

Thickness

The thickness of the shell

8.

Click Create Shell button to generate shell aligner.

9.

When needed, click Output button to export the shell of the selected step.
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